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Florida’s anti-trans expert Dr. Quentin L. Van Meter was discredited on …
Van Meter believes talk therapy can make kids stop being gay.

https://genderanalysis.net/2022/08/floridas-anti-trans-expert-dr-quentin-l-van-meter-wa…

Catholic Medical Association members wrote a majority of Florida Med…
A rigged anti-trans outcome by DeSantis and religious extremists.

https://genderanalysis.net/2022/08/catholic-medical-association-members-wrote-a-maj…

CMA against Florida: Catholic Medical Association members Hruz, Van…
How Florida imposed a far-right group's religion on trans people.

https://genderanalysis.net/2022/09/cma-against-florida-catholic-medical-association-m…

Anti-trans group SEGM’s cofounder Stephen Beck is an executive at B…
SEGM's treasurer has made a career in Catholic healthcare systems.

https://genderanalysis.net/2023/01/anti-trans-group-segms-cofounder-stephen-beck-is…
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These people are PREDATORS

p. 17, we're really just larping Handmaid's Tale now huh?

p. 19, Christian Post reporter Brandon Showalter working with Kara Dansky

Anti-gay conversion therapist David Pickup is also in the email chain

Liberty Counsel trying to set up a trans youth care ban in Florida in early 2020 with Anthony

Sabatini
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p. 29, Rep. Fred Deutsch consults with this team of professional creeps and asks them to

debunk an ACLU statement about acceptance of trans kids and reducing suicidality. "We will

need to respond to the suicidal thoughts quote. Who is best qualified on our team? Bernie?"

Idaho Rep. Julianne Young asks American College of Pediatricians former director Michelle

Cretella to help boost a ban on birth certificate changes. "Prayers for the governor and his

staff now!"

Cretella: "Yes. This must be personalized! Stories - not facts - move people to act!" Kelsey

Coalition seems to argue that parents should be able to veto a trans person changing their

birth certificate

STORIES NOT FACTS
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Idaho Rep. Julianne Young includes a statement from SEGM in an early draft of the bill.

Kelsey Coalition, also in the thread, asks SEGM founder Will Malone not to say "cisgender"

because it "indirectly endorses the ideology upon which transgender identities are based"

Attorney Richard Mast of Liberty Counsel then says that SEGM shouldn't even say

"transgender". Malone obliges and offers an updated quote on behalf of SEGM, which no

longer says "transgender" or "cisgender". That was the final version in the bill

(https://legislature.idaho.gov/wp-

content/uploads/sessioninfo/2020/legislation/H0509.pdf)

So SEGM is basically denying that there are transgender people at all? Because Liberty

Counsel asked them to? That's pathetic and disgustingly servile

Society for bending the knee to Christian nationalism
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Lawyer Robert Sullivan is a fan of Michael Laidlaw, offers help on malpractice cases by

detransitioners: "As a Catholic, and a Catholic who has some connections within the Church

nationally, I may have access to some experts who a non-Catholic and a non-Christian may

not know."

Sullivan continues: "The experts may not be Catholic, but the only way we are likely to find

them is through networking with Catholic physicians. The average psychologist, psychiatrist,

or medical doctor is not going to want to lift a finger to help you."

"If they are not as certain about the evil of gender ideology, they may not be as thorough and

aggressive as they would otherwise be in a typical med Mal case."

Is that even how lawyering is supposed to work

"Let the games begin." 

These people are sick fucks
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Florida AHCA's hired expert Andre Van Mol on transitioning and suicide: "typical emotional

blackmail", citing Ray Blanchard and J. Michael Bailey

The group enjoys an article calling drag queen story hour "grooming"

Cannot believe we're only 200 pages into this

Somebody take a turn and let me know what you find? Whew what a day
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p. 270, William Malone of SEGM asking for literature to summarize transition outcomes in

August 2019; this would be around the time when SEGM first appeared (

)

Anti-trans group SEGM’s cofounder Stephen Beck is an executive at B…
SEGM's treasurer has made a career in Catholic healthcare systems.

https://genderanalysis.net/2023/01/anti-trans-group-segms-cofounder-stephen-beck-is…

p. 292, Malone of SEGM: "I think you've honed right onto it: the dysphoria and suicidality

are symptoms of an underlying issue. The underlying issue needs to be treated."

That actually would explain why SEGM-GETA's "exploratory" therapy essentially never

recognizes that anyone can have primary gender dysphoria, treatable with transition. They

seem to believe that when anyone is dysphoric it's always secondary to some other "real"

primary condition
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(More on "gender exploratory therapy" as an anti-trans conversion therapy:

)

Florida’s newest Boards of Medicine appointees wrote an anti-trans let…
A closer look at Benson and Mortensen's exploratory therapy.

https://genderanalysis.net/2023/01/floridas-newest-boards-of-medicine-appointees-wro…

p. 306, Malone of SEGM agreeing with various articles from the National Review,

4thWaveNow, Ray Blanchard, and a study about how being a goth makes you suicidal

p. 333, Florida AHCA and BOM's hired expert Dr. Michael Laidlaw: "It is an ultimate, long

term goal of mine to make sure that the Endocrine Society is embarrassed, publicly

humiliated, and sued mercilessly by the many detransitioners"

https://genderanalysis.net/2023/01/floridas-newest-boards-of-medicine-appointees-wrote-an-anti-trans-letter-calling-for-gender-exploratory-therapy-citing-a-report-of-a-trans-teenager-being-involuntarily-hosp/
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"and particularly those harmed as children and adolescents by their low to no quality

evidence guidelines." 

William Malone of SEGM: "what Mike said. It might take years, but we're going to get them." 

That was in October 2019

The DeSantis administration picked Michael Laidlaw to defend the Florida Board of

Medicine's ban on trans youth care at the Oct 28 2022 meeting (

); he also submitted a declaration in the Florida Medicaid trans exclusion case and has been

an expert witness

Rapid response: Live coverage of Florida Board of Medicine 28 Octobe…
A minute-by-minute log of Florida's ban on trans youth care.

https://genderanalysis.net/2022/10/rapid-response-live-coverage-of-florida-board-of-m…

ACPeds former director Michelle Cretella in January 2020 promoting a trans youth care ban

in Florida: "I have sent the name of a pediatrician, psychologist and 3 therapists to the

lobbyist at the FL Catholic Conference who is working w/ Rep. Sabatini"

So, resuming looking over these today, one thing stands out to me: I can print out this whole

stack and show it to my doctors and they can now see exactly what I've had so much anxiety

about, that it is real, that these people are still doing this now, and they are a threat

https://genderanalysis.net/2022/10/rapid-response-live-coverage-of-florida-board-of-medicine-28-october-2022-anti-trans-rulemaking-meeting-rough-draft/
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Florida AHCA's hired anti-trans expert Quentin Van Meter is gently let down by a continuing

medical education event in 2020, who are apparently not interested in having him present

his opinions about transgender care
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For an example of a Quentin Van Meter presentation, delivered in summer 2022:

https://www.youtube.com/embed/1uu3xSQTeEs

"what we all agree on is that the affirmation, from social to medical to surgical, is an

abomination for these children, it is the wrong thing to do" (

)

Florida’s newest Boards of Medicine appointees wrote an anti-trans let…
A closer look at Benson and Mortensen's exploratory therapy.

https://genderanalysis.net/2023/01/floridas-newest-boards-of-medicine-appointees-wro…
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p. 341, Margaret Clarke of Eagle Forum of Alabama, planning the timing of trans youth care

ban bills:

p. 344, Women's Liberation Front (really a front for ADF and Heritage): "thank you from me

and all the other moms with kids in therapy for anxiety and depression who live in fear for

our kids bc of this."

The implication that apparent gender dysphoria is actually a manifestation of depression or

anxiety is shared by Quentin Van Meter, who has stated elsewhere that he considers

transness, and even being gay, a result of treatable "depression and anxiety":

Florida’s anti-trans expert Dr. Quentin L. Van Meter was discredited on …
Van Meter believes talk therapy can make kids stop being gay.

https://genderanalysis.net/2022/08/floridas-anti-trans-expert-dr-quentin-l-van-meter-wa…
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p. 380, anti-gay conversion therapist Laura Haynes (NARTH/ATCSI, ACPeds consultant)

asks for help targeting the 2015 SAMHSA document Ending Conversion Therapy: "I have the

connection to the connection to get it taken down". That was Nov 2019, so, Trump

administration

p. 384, Haynes: "this document is used regularly to argue therapy bans. It is listed along with

their list of professional organizations. They use it to say even the government agrees with

them. We need to take this down" 

If you can't win, just cheat I guess
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p. 386, Florida's handpicked anti-trans expert Michael Laidlaw (Kelsey Coalition, Pediatric &

Adolescent Gender Dysphoria Working Group/gdworkinggroup) offers to pitch in on this

motivated effort to remove a government document opposing anti-gay and anti-trans

conversion therapy

p. 400, Laidlaw ("M L") notes he will reach out from a different email address, also states:

"I'm in contact with a collection of doctors fighting back against what's happening. [...] You

may know of Dr. Michelle Cretella? She is one of them."

Michelle Cretella was formerly a board member of NARTH (anti-gay conversion therapy

group National Association for Research and Therapy of Homosexuality, now ATCSI) and

has contributed to their journal: journalofhumansexuality.com/journals
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Rep. Fred Deutsch forwarding emails from his trans constituents for mockery about going to

a nail salon

This was from an adult trans person, so this isn't about "protecting" children from anything,

it's about hating us for existing as ourselves at any age

I would like for Fred Deutsch to know that from the bottom of my heart, I hate him for the

way he treats our community

p. 417, Kelsey Coalition (signed "K", maybe Katherine Cave?), opposing adult trans people's

birth certificate changes: "As recently as last month, a mother wrote to us expressing

absolute shock that her young adult daughter can change her birth certificate without her

permission"

These people fundamentally think it's normal that we should have to ask for permission slips

from cis people for our entire lives. They're so confused whenever this isn't the case
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p. 420, Idaho Rep. Julianne Young has Matt Sharp at the ADF review the bill banning birth

certificate gender marker changes: "The Lord is blessing our efforts!"

p. 428: Julianne Young's early draft of the gender marker change ban contains the phrase

"distinctions between male and female justify separate but equal treatment under the law".

Liberty Counsel informs her it looks bad when you say "separate but equal"

Context and connections: ADF's Matt Sharp hosted Florida AHCA's Jason Weida in August

2022 so he could brag about Florida's trans care bans as a partisan political achievement of

Governor DeSantis (

, point 3)

Round two: Gender Analysis calls on Florida Boards of Medicine to st…
Gender Analysis calls for the repeal of the trans youth care bans.

https://genderanalysis.net/2023/02/round-two-gender-analysis-calls-on-florida-boards-…
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p. 435, Mary McAlister of Child & Parental Rights Campaign wants to protect children - that

is, protect cis children from trans children

p. 452, Idaho Rep. Julianne Young summons the group for assistance when the state

attorney general has a negative opinion of her birth certificate change ban

Cretella: "it is even worse than any other example in history"

Florida AHCA/BOM hired expert Quentin Van Meter on Idaho's trans athlete ban and

gender marker change ban being signed into law: "God is with us!"

That's pretty creepy tbh
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p. 538, Arthur Schaper of anti-gay hate group Mass Resistance offers Rep. Julianne Young

some help in getting these bills passed

p. 553, Quentin Van Meter advising against saying the word cisgender: "I agree that adopting

use of cis-gender only validates transgender as a healthy variant which it is clearly not."

p. 563, Greg Scott of ADF: "I would strongly recommend that the phrase 'separate but equal'

not appear anywhere in any public or legislative documents", "I would also say for future

reference that we shouldn't use the phrase 'sex-segregated'"
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Richard Mast of Liberty Counsel: "Matt Sharp provided ADF factual findings for the recitals

and some edits" to the Idaho gender marker change ban

You might have noticed one name appearing in the email headers, Monique Robles. She's a

CMA/NCBC-linked pediatrician who has a history of peddling supplements 🧵

 Zinnia Jones  Judgment Snake 
@ZJemptv · Follow
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And the UMary MS bioethics alumna is: Monique Robles 
MD, a critical care pediatrician at Children's Hospital 
Colorado who writes for NCBC's Ethics & Medics and the 
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p. 756, Michelle Cretella ("Dr. C") responding to Katherine Cave of Kelsey Coalition:

"Katherine's point gets at the heart of what transgenderism is really about: State tyranny. [...]

no one is born in the wrong body; no one is born transgender. It is a lie."

p. 767, Mary McAlister of CPRC: "Excellent point Dr. C. That is one of the arguments we are

making regarding the school affirmation policies, i.e., the state is compelling students to

utter a false statement, which violates free speech and free exercise rights"

p. 955, Margaret Clarke of Eagle Forum to SD Rep. Fred Deutsch: "You brought together the

brightest most experienced professions from coast to coast to sacrificially and generously

provide numerous white papers to persuade reticent legislators."
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Clarke: "You established the ideal witness list that we are all still following in our individual

states." 

"And, most importantly you connected us all to each other. 

This is just beginning."

p. 975, Eunie Smith of Eagle Forum agrees: "Thanks to one and all and awaiting further

marching orders from the good Lord in His timing."

p. 1024, Idaho Rep. Julianne Young says she will post a talking point about Covid killing

more men than women, in support of her bill banning gender marker changes
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p. 1203, Margaret Clarke on Idaho passing the trans athlete and birth certificate change ban:

"To God be the glory!!"

Cannot believe we are getting into a knock-down drag-out fight with a bunch of church ladies

p. 1226, Jamie Reed's lawyer Vernadette Broyles casts some kind of spell: "Praise God!! And

we cancel every assignment of backlash against you and those who stood with you. May you

sleep the deep sleep of one who has warred well for what is right."

p. 1245, Dr. Patrick Lappert, a deacon and board member of Catholic ex-gay group Courage,

also a Florida AHCA hired expert: "Praise God! Five smooth stones, and an abiding faith in

His justice!"
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The "five smooth stones" appears to be a reference to the biblical myth of David and Goliath (

), presumably they regard themselves as the underdog David here

1 Samuel 17 - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1_Samuel_17#Battle_of_David_a…

p. 1323, ADF lawyer Gary McCaleb on Idaho passing the trans athlete ban and birth

certificate change ban: "It is critical not just for the confused kids who might be spared an

awful future, but for the broader movement." 

That's how they see us: an awful future

p. 1364, Natasha Chart of Women's Liberation Front: "there’s a Christian Post story out

about this, in case anyone wants an article to share that uses materially accurate terms"
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p. 1394, Kelsey Coalition explaining how to avoid referring to trans people as trans people:

"For KC talking points, I use the phrase: "individuals who identify as transgender or non-

binary" rather than "transgender" or "non-binary" without the modifiers."

p. 1397, Matt Sharp of ADF: "I completely agree that we do not want to concede that sex is

assigned at birth."

p. 1425, ADF lawyer Gary McCaleb describes recognizing trans people as "a universal

coercion"
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p. 1533, Michelle Cretella on a court ruling finding discrimination on the basis of gender

identity: "That circular lie must be attacked and found to invalidate the original ruling or else

we are done."

Looks like SD Rep. Fred Deutsch was also using a personal email address for at least some of

this

p. 1658, Dr. Michelle Cretella recommends using the phrase sex "observed at birth" rather

than "assigned at birth" 

"Blessings!"
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p. 1710, Eagle Forum example letter to send to Alabama state reps: "The transgender issue is

one that Eagle Forum has heavily researched and been involved with for some time. We are

working on another important piece of legislation dealing with the medical side of

transitioning."

Eagle Forum says they shouldn't even say "gender": "Gender proposes a conception of

human identity that is chosen, fluid, and not objectively verifiable. [...] To prevent confusion,

avoid the term “gender” and use the term “sex” instead."

p. 1727, ACPeds/CMDA Andre Van Mol, also a Florida AHCA hired expert: "I and several of

our team separately wrote letters to the VA last year when they requested public comment on

proposed pro-trans changes." 

Michael Laidlaw on Van Mol: "we are periodically 'co-conspirators'"
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p. 1733, Miriam Grossman, also hired by Florida AHCA (and recently attempted to dodge

subpoenas in Dekker v Weida), receives advice on testifying from Andre Van Mol and data

from the "rapid onset gender dysphoria" study (more at

)

What parents don’t know: Trans youth study reveals fatal flaw at the h…
New study of trans youth fills in the missing pieces of 'rapid-onset gender
dysphoria'.

http://rapidonsetgenderdysphoria.com

p. 1742, Tim Millea, a board member of the Catholic Medical Association, tells Jamie Reed's

lawyer Vernadette Broyles "There is a small but growing number of us in the Catholic

Medical Association who are pushing this issue forward"
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CMA's members have a religious precommitment not to say transition treatment is

acceptable as a standard of care; Florida then selected four members of the CMA to help

advance the trans youth care bans

CMA against Florida: Catholic Medical Association members Hruz, Van…
How Florida imposed a far-right group's religion on trans people.

https://genderanalysis.net/2022/09/cma-against-florida-catholic-medical-association-m…

p. 1750, Mary McAlister of CPRC thanks Florida hired expert Michael Laidlaw: "It will be

tremendously helpful not only for legislative efforts but also for challenging school policies

affirming social transitioning."

McAlister: "Your connection between social transitioning and the interventions will be

invaluable for our arguments." 

Claiming that social transition (name, pronouns, clothes, hair) is quasi-medical and

causative of "persistent" gender dysphoria is now a common argument

This argument has since been used in numerous ADF and CPRC-linked cases; it's based on a

misreading of a study of *associations* and a regression model where this had a minimal

association for trans girls and *no association at all* for trans boys

https://genderanalysis.net/2022/06/dr-stephen-levine-and-the-plot-to-police-americas-

gender-part-1/
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p. 1751, Jamie Reed's lawyer Vernadette Broyles sends "handouts on the three key issues we

know the other side is going to attack us on: 1) the suicide claim, 2) the claim that the

medical community widely supports these treatments"

"and 3) the bald-faced lie (we've already seen in the media) that these interventions are not

happening in minors"

Broyles says these were coauthored with CPRC's Jane Robbins, reviewed and edited by

Michelle Cretella, with the design work paid for by Georgia Rep. Ginny Ehrhart

p. 1773, Jamie Reed's lawyer Vernadette Broyles pitches arguments to appeal to libertarians,

citing regulation of alcohol and drugs and the age of majority
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p. 1786, ADF detransitioner Walt Heyer: "Liberty Counsel has been involved in the Florida

bills from day one. I just spent 3 days there with the men who drafted the bills including

having dinner with them two nights in a row to answer questions from my perspective."

Heyer participated in meetings with the ADF in 2017 that included many of the same

individuals included in the email threads

CMA against Florida: Catholic Medical Association members Hruz, Van…
How Florida imposed a far-right group's religion on trans people.

https://genderanalysis.net/2022/09/cma-against-florida-catholic-medical-association-m…

p. 1788, Richard Mast of Liberty Counsel "reached out to contacts in Alabama" to tell the

attorney general and the Department of Health to contact a judge about a gender marker

change case in Florida "or otherwise take action"
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p. 1823, ADF's Matt Sharp sends an email to Michael Laidlaw and Andre Van Mol with a

video against banning conversion therapy

p. 1848, SD Rep. Fred Deutsch, passing along a letter he received against the trans youth

care ban: "Lawmakers on the fence are moved by letters like this as it appears to come from

an evidence-based perspective. We need to be able to provide reasonable rebuttals."
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p. 1852, Dr. Michael Laidlaw explains that his board certification is not revoked, and he has

"joined with a bunch of other doctors who had formed an alternative board certification

group"

p. 1862, Laidlaw argues "Doctors who willfully harm patients are criminals", Lappert admits

circumcision is "cosmetic" but claims it's okay because "in all cases it is intended to serve the

"gender" of the boy; that is it is in the service of the masculine sex"
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p. 1864, Vernadette Broyles/CPRC works on their arguments: "there is no constitutional

right to chemically and surgically mutiliating one's healthy body"

p. 1866, Kelsey Coalition: "Banning these procedures will take these serious medical

decisions away from misinformed judges. The claim that this is lifesaving medically

necessary intervention is the big unchallenged domino that is driving both the legal and

medical scandal."
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p. 1934, Michael Laidlaw: "we are trying to make something to be recognized as a crime by

the legal system", "these are crimes waiting to be recognized and codified into law" 

p. 1944, Gary McCaleb suggests to "drop the direct characterization [of doctors] as criminals"
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p 1976, Rep Deutsch: "I don't believe the question is the medical benefits. The question is

whether the circumcision is performed 'for the purpose of attempting to change or affirm the

minor's perception of the minor's sex, if that perception is inconsistent with the minor's sex"

So it's not about the benefits or harms of transitioning, it's just wrong because transitioning

is wrong? That's a terrible basis for making laws about this or anything

p. 2070, Michael Laidlaw: "the physician who performs these procedures and prescribes

these meds for the specific purpose of “gender change” has committed a crime. I’ll leave it to

the legal and legislative people to figure out how to best put these concepts into words"

Just "hey, please figure out some way to make this thing into a crime" 

That's so motivated

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FqzXIZcWwAIUvvP.png
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p. 2081, Andre Van Mol has a "Question for the Kelsey Klan along with the rest of the team" 

Could you maybe not call yourselves the Klan? Hood-off moment

These people are unbelievable, they're even worse than I thought

p. 2087, Natasha Chart, Women's Liberation Front: "I think the sterilization abuse

framework from our whitepaper on historical eugenics practices might be a good opening

approach", "keeping the focus on sterilization is valuable because it's already been

recognized as a problem"
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p. 2220, anti-gay conversion therapist David Pickup responding to the ACLU:

"Translation..."It's ok to harm boys by removing body parts because at least we're preserving

a class of people." This is the height of political correctness."

p. 2291, ADF's Matt Sharp, in response to "if the ACLU files suit, are they going to be able to

obtain all of our emails because Fred is using his legislative email account?": "I've tried to be

careful about communicating with Dr. Deutsch via e-mail for that exact reason."

Okay, so is that why Rep. Deutsch was using his doctor email from his private practice? So

everyone here could evade public records requests?

p. 2294, SEGM's William Malone appreciates the effort to spread his Quillette article on

social media
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p. 2294-5, Andre Van Mol and Laura Haynes of NARTH discuss obtaining a consent form

from UCSF or Children's Hospital Los Angeles for a medical malpractice case, "and it is game

on. It won't be long."

p. 2303, Andre Van Mol calling gender-affirming care providers "the Mengeles"

p. 2304, Michelle Cretella says "there is another recently formed group focused solely on this

issue that may attempt to draft alternative SOCs. Mike Laidlaw and Will Malone are active

within it, I am less so." 

The timing and Malone's membership are consistent with SEGM
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p. 2308, Michelle Cretella after SD Rep. Fred Deutsch filed the trans youth care ban bill: "I

have prayer warriors praying since the weekend for Friday and beyond!" 

Prayer warriors

p. 2311, Fred Deutsch and Natasha Chart discuss getting coverage of the SD trans youth care

ban bill from more receptive reporters at the National Review
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p. 2321, Fred Deutsch shares his now-defunct website to promote the trans youth care ban;

the earliest archived version

(http://web.archive.org/web/20200123010732/https://hb1057.com/) has a video of ADF-

linked detransitioner Walt Heyer at a Heritage event

p. 2326, Michelle Cretella to Deutsch on an article about the ban: "You "requested" the

language from Family Watch International (LOL) (try the other way around!) Incredible ..."

http://web.archive.org/web/20200123010732/https://hb1057.com/
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Another article on Jan 15 2020: "portions of the bill read very similar to model legislation

provided by Family Watch International. Deutsch’s bill is featured above the model

legislation on its website"

Republican Bill Creates Felony For Transition Procedure On Minors
More than forty statehouse Republicans are sponsoring a bill that creates a class
four felony against a medical professional who may change or affirm the…

https://listen.sdpb.org/politics/2020-01-15/republican-bill-creates-felony-for-transition-pr…

So Deutsch says he's sourcing it from FWI, but FWI is actually using Deutsch's language?

Cretella has worked with FWI before

p. 2339, Fred Deutsch says covering his trans care ban was the AP reporter's first "gender

article"

https://listen.sdpb.org/politics/2020-01-15/republican-bill-creates-felony-for-transition-procedure-on-minors
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p. 2341, Fred Deutsch letting Michael Laidlaw know in advance when the trans care ban bill

is about to go public

p. 2342, Michelle Cretella on Wisconsin Medicaid covering transition treatment: "The Devil

never sleeps. I pray for the 2nd coming more and more"

p. 2356, Rep. Deutsch on an early (Aug 13 2019) version of the Vulnerable Child Protection

Act: "we define child as age 15 and under. Purely political calculation. If we use age 18, the

bill will likely die a quick death."
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Purely political calculation. So this is just about how much they can get away with at any

point in time

p. 2359, Michelle Cretella: "I will give a 45 min power point presentation to the Committee of

10 Bishops from the United States Council of Catholic Bishops that is responsible for drafting

transgender guidelines for America's Catholic Hospitals, physicians and health systems."

p. 2361, Margaret Clarke: "At this point we don’t have any transitions that are willing to

testify at all in Alabama." 

She appears to mean detransitioners, and the difficulty of finding any in Alabama

(population 4.9 million)
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p. 2362, Margaret Clarke of Eagle Forum: "I am leading a coalition her in Alabama to adopt a

bill similar to Rep. Fred Deutsch’s. He and Michelle have been coaching us." 

"Heart change is the greatest miracle of all!! Your testimony gives God great glory!!!"

p. 2373, SD Rep. Fred Deutsch: "Friends, establishing the age is a political calculation. If I

believe it's feasible to increase the age after talking with legislators over the next few months,

I will. You'll just have to trust me on this."

IF HE BELIEVES IT'S FEASIBLE TO INCREASE THE AGE, HE WILL 

TRUST HIM
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p. 2375, Fred Deutsch works with Kelsey Coalition's Katherine Cave and reaches out to "key

moderate Republicans": "Not a single legislator I've spoken with so far has a clue about

what's happening with transgender advocacy nor affirmative therapy. All of this is new to

them."

They had to be taught how to hate us

It did not emerge organically, it began with whoever the FUCK Katherine Cave is

p. 2376, Kelsey Coalition says one of their website articles was "reviewed and approved" by

Michelle Cretella, Lisa Littman (ROGD study author), J. Michael Bailey (4thWaveNow

author, autogynephilia book), and Sasha Ayad (Gender Exploratory Therapy Association)
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p 2379 Jamie Reed lawyer Vernadette Broyles: "it would be very helpful for us to understand

why the arbitrary cut off at age 16, rather than the long-standing age of majority of 18 (which

is still too young developmentally to make such decisions, but the law leaves us no choice)"

"I talked briefly with the Ex Dir of the Family Heritage Alliance [...] I feel less confidence he

and others will agree if you start by giving away 16 and 17-year olds right from the outset, as

opposed to at least holding that in the pocket."

They're talking about politically trading specific age ranges of transgender human beings as a

negotiation with other politicians

I've rarely seen anything that grim. That's fucking cold, Jamie Reed's lawyer

I need to go become less pissed off or something

p. 2388, Vernadette Broyles on the SD bill: "Know that many have prayed and are praying

for you this day. Do not back down, nor should you be afraid. Know that the Lord is with you.

The children of South Dakota belong to him. He is jealous over them."
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p. 2389, Margaret Clarke of Eagle Forum offers Bible verses (

): "Who will rise up for me against the wicked? Who will take a stand for me against

evildoers?" "Can a corrupt throne be allied with you—a throne that brings on misery by its

decrees?"

Bible Gateway passage: Psalm 94 - New International Version
The LORD is a God who avenges. O God who avenges, shine forth. Rise up,
Judge of the earth; pay back to the proud what they deserve. How long, LORD, will
the wicked, how long will the wicked be jubil…

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm%2094&version=NIV

p. 2413, Andre Van Mol: "I think the elitism and emotional lability of the way trans activists

reflects narcissism, narcissistic wounding, emotional immaturity, adverse childhood events,

and so forth. All here know the studies showing enormous rates of personality disorders"
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p. 2429, Andre Van Mol argues that they shouldn't even use the phrase "biological sex" as it

invites the observation that there are other kinds of "sex" than biological

p. 2434, Michelle Cretella agrees that "biological sex" should not be used
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p. 2444, Andre Van Mol: "if we are a bit confused and have misgivings, one wonders what

the actual legislators will think" 

Yes, the actual legislators, not the homophobic sorcerers ghostwriting our laws

p. 2466, Fred Deutsch defines trans people as having an "incorrect perception of their sex"

p. 2488, Fred Deutsch does not like any of the synonyms for "incorrect"
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p. 2503, Deutsch then moves on to "inconsistent"

p. 2524, Deutsch offers the South Dakota bill to Utah lawmakers before it becomes public

p. 2527, Fred Deutsch: "The challenge in getting these bills passes is too many buy into

transgender ideology. Too few recognize it as a lie."
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• • •

p. 2540, Vernadette Broyles offers to help Deutsch with a response to the ACLU: "Fred —

You should contact the SD ACLU and ask them for the study(ies) [...] One of our MD’s can

then review them and provide refutation of their alleged evidence."

p. 2595, SD Rep. Fred Deutsch goes to a courthouse to find a trans minor's name change

petition and send it to Laidlaw, Malone, Broyles, McAlister, Sharp, Cretella, Robles, Lappert 

He then describes aspects of this trans child's planned medical treatment to them

Okay I think that's about everything I noticed but I'm sure there's other things I didn't

recognize and other people will

I can't believe how much work there is to do
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